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Excerpt from The Analytical Greek Lexicon: Consisting of an Alphabetical Arrangement
of Every Occurring Inflexion of Every Word Contained in the Greek New Testament
Scriptures, With a Grammatical Analysis of Each Word, and Lexicographical Illustration
of the Meanings The present volume has been compiled for the purpose of rendering
the same assist ance in acquiring a knowledge of the original language of the New
Testament, that is afforded, in the case of the Old, by the recently-published analytical
hebrew and chaldee lexicon. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This
book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-ofthe-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
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knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Analytical lexicon to the SeptuagintHendrickson Publishers
In this new edition, every entry has been rechecked and revised: misspellings have been
corrected; unnecessary duplicate entries have been removed; textual variants and alternative
readings have been noted and identified; New Testament references have been added for
similar and identical forms having two or more parsings; references to the numbering used in
Strong s have been added to facilitate study and cross-referencing for the less technical user;
and the introductory grammar section has been updated.
A lexicon that gives the meaning of the Greek words found in the New Testament. It lists in
alphabetical order every Greek form with a complete grammatical analysis, contains notations
on important variant readings and provides a short grammar of NT Greek with grammatical
charts.
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The Septuagint is the Greek translation of the Hebrew Old Testament that was completed in
ancient Alexandria about 250 B.C. This translation has long played a crucial role in Old
Testament studies. In spite of the rapidly growing interest in Septuagint studies, few tools are
available to help beginning students in reading the Greek text. Parses every Greek form found
in The Septuagint.

The Septuagint (commonly abbreviated as LXX) - the Greek translation of the
Old Testament - was the most influential Bible translation for Greek-speaking
Christians of the first century and was the basis for many of the Old Testament
citations found in the New Testament. Its vocabulary and thought forms had a
significant impact on the development of New Testament theology. However,
since much of the vocabulary and many of the word forms in LXX Greek are not
found in the NT, these words are not covered in standard NT lexicons such as
BDAG. Thus, students desiring to read the LXX need a reliable reference guide
that will help them decode the host of difficult Greek word forms and meanings
found only in the LXX. Taylor's lexicon includes every Greek word found in the
Rahlfs LXX text (the scholarly standard) in fully parsed form. This edition,
expanded from the previous Zondervan edition, also includes complete
definitions for each Greek word from the Greek-English Lexicon of the Septuagint
by Lust, Eynikel, and Hauspie, the standard LXX reference lexicon. An
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indispensible tool for everybody engaged in the study of the Greek Old
Testament.
The Analytical Lexicon of New Testament Greek is an invaluable resource for
Reprint of the original, first published in 1869.
An alphabetical arrangement of every word with its inflection as it occurs in the Greek New
Testament. Also includes definitions, frequency counts, and tags.
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